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LOST IN TRANSLATION 
 

Abstract 

Currently, there are two English translations of Francesco Ferdinando Alfieri’s 1640 

fencing manual, La Scherma. The first was translated and edited by Caroline Stewart, Phil 

Marshall, and Piermarco Terminiello and published in 2017 (originally 2012). The second was 

translated by Tom Leoni and published in 2018. The translations are identical for the majority of 

the treatise; however, there are several instances in which the translations diverge enough to 

significantly alter what techniques, tactics, and concepts a modern practitioner learns from each. 

This paper analyzes four instances of translation differences found in Book II, Chapter VIII of 

Alfieri’s La Scherma. It explores how those differences affect martial interpretation and what 

techniques and tactics modern practitioners learn. Lastly, this paper illustrates that both 

translations, despite these divergences, remain true to the spirit of Italian rapier by connecting it to 

how other prominent 17th Century Italian rapier masters approach similar scenarios, techniques, 

and martial concepts. 

https://amzn.to/2QcN372
https://amzn.to/2QcN372
http://www.lulu.com/shop/tom-leoni/alfieri/paperback/product-23567599.html
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Introduction 

One of the biggest obstacles in studying historical Western martial arts is the lack of an 

unbroken lineage. It is a discipline that lacks a line of masters from the medieval and Renaissance 

periods through today, leaving how the art was originally studied and taught lost to time. What 

practitioners have to work with today are the self-defense treatises written by the masters of the 

time. These treatises are vital for reconstructing the techniques, tactics, and philosophies of self-

defense used in the past. However, because of the linguistic, physical, and tactical challenges 

associated with translating historical martial arts manuals1, there are bound to be differences in 

translations. These discrepancies can change how one would learn a set of plays and techniques, 

altering how practitioners understand a particular system. 

 Such is the case with Francesco Ferdinando Alfieri’s 1640 fencing manual, La Scherma. 

There are currently two translations of the treatise in English. The first was translated and edited 

by Caroline Stewart, Phil Marshall, and Piermarco Terminiello and published in 2017 (originally 

2012). The second was translated by Tom Leoni and published in 2018. 

For nearly the entirety of Alfieri’s treatise, the Terminiello and Leoni translations are more 

or less the same. Although word choices may differ, the spirit of the plays and the mechanics 

utilized are identical. However, there are several instances in which the translations diverge enough 

to significantly alter martial interpretations. That means modern practitioners learn a different set 

of techniques and tactics despite reading the same chapter by the same fencing master. 

This paper will analyze four instances of translation differences from Book II, Chapter VIII 

of Alfieri’s La Scherma—one in the primary play and three in the secondary play(s). It will explore 

 
1  Price, Brian R. “A Proposed Methodology for the Validation of Historical European Martial Arts” Initial. A Review of Medieval Studies 3, 

2015, 57. 

https://www.academia.edu/11976351/A_Proposed_Methodology_for_the_Validation_of_Historical_European_Martial_Arts_Reconstructions
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Francesco_Fernando_Alfieri
https://amzn.to/2QcN372
http://www.lulu.com/shop/tom-leoni/alfieri/paperback/product-23567599.html
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how those differences affect martial interpretation and teach modern practitioners different 

techniques and tactics. Lastly, this paper will show that both translations remain true to the spirit 

of Italian rapier by connecting the translations and interpretations to the greater Italian rapier 

school by looking at how other prominent 17th Century Italian rapier masters—specifically, 

Ridolfo Capoferro, Nicoletto Giganti, and Salvator Fabris—approach similar scenarios, 

techniques, and martial concepts. 

The Plays 

Book II, Chapter VIII 

2 

 
2  La Scherma (Alfieri) 10.jpg, Wiktenauer: A HEMA Alliance Project. Accessed January 14, 2020. 

https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Ridolfo_Capo_Ferro_da_Cagli
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Nicoletto_Giganti
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Salvator_Fabris
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/File:La_Scherma_(Alfieri)_10.jpg
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/File:La_Scherma_(Alfieri)_10.jpg
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The first play3 where we see a significant difference between the two translations is 

Book II, Chapter VIII, entitled “On Wounding to the Outside Over the Sword, Passing with the 

Left Foot.”4  

In this chapter, Alfieri illustrates a few ways in which a fencer may wound their opponent 

with a left-foot pass5 instead of the traditional firm-footed lunge6 that we commonly see in the 

Italian school of rapier. There are numerous anomalies in the text between the two translations in 

this chapter, starting with the primary play and leading into the alternative actions. 

 

Leoni Translation: “The opponent (14) is in quarta7, and you (15) take the initiative 

and gain his debole8 with your forte. He attempts to beat you with a cavazione9 but 

is defeated by your thrust in seconda10 to the outside line, above his sword and carried 

by your left foot in the indivisible motion of his cavazione. 

 

You could also feint in seconda along line B (to the flank under his right arm), beat 

his sword to the outside (making sure he doesn’t have the time for a cavazione) and 

deliver a mandritto11 or riverso tondo12 to his head from line A.”13 

 
3  A play is a sequence of events used to demonstrate a particular technique or tactic. 
4  Alfieri, “On Wounding to the Outside Over the Sword, Passing with the Left Foot” in La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello.  

Note: There are no page numbers in either translation of Alfieri’s rapier treatise. 
5  A pass or passing step (passada in Italian) brings the rear foot forward past the front foot, or the front foot behind the rear foot. In this case, 

the left foot comes forward past the right foot and is accompanied with a mezza volta (turning of the hips). 
6  Alfieri often uses “firm-footed” and “fixed-footed” to mean the same type of lunge, where the rear foot remains in place. The Leoni 

translation and Terminiello translation each use these different terms to mean the same action. 
7  Quarta or fourth guard. In this hand position, the true edge (part of the blade facing the knuckles) is facing to the left (if right-handed). The 

palm is face up and the sword is held extended at shoulder height. 
8  Debole or “weak.” This is the half of the blade closest to the sword tip. 
9  Cavazione or disengage. This is a move where the fencer extracts their blade from one side of their opponent’s sword to the other side, 

specifically in response to their blade being found. This could be done under the sword (cavazione sotto) or above the sword (cavazione 

sopra). 
10  Seconda or second guard. In this hand position, the true edge is pointed to the right (if right-handed). The hand is palm down and the sword 

arm held extended at shoulder height. 
11  Mandritto is a cut coming from the lead-hand side (from right to left, if you’re right-handed). 
12  Riverso Tondo is a horizontal cut coming across the body (left to right, if you’re right-handed). 
13  Alfieri, “Outside Strike above the Opponent’s Sword, Left-foot Pass” in La Scherma: on Fencing, Leoni. 
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Terminiello Translation: “Turning to Gentleman 14, the wounder (Gentleman 15 

in quarta) has moved with resolution to bind the enemy’s debole with his forte. 

Gentleman 14 wishes to perform a cavazione and beat his opponent to the blow but 

is wounded to the outside above the sword by a seconda, carried forward by a left-

foot pass during the midpoint of the cavazione. 

 

Gentleman 15 could also feint, and wound along line B in seconda, to the flank under 

the right arm. 

 

Finally, he could knock the sword to the outside, with reason as he does not have 

time to perform a cavazione, and from point A deliver a mandritto or riverso tondo 

to the head.”14 

 

There are four places where the two translations diverge in this chapter: one in the primary 

play and three in the secondary play(s). Each of these differences changes the martial interpretation 

and teaches modern practitioners different techniques, tactics, and fencing concepts found in the 

Italian school. 

The Primary Play: Who is in Quarta? 

We can already see a major anomaly in the translations from the beginning of the primary 

play. The Leoni translation has Fencer 14, the wounded opponent, starting in quarta whereas the 

 
14  Alfieri, “On Wounding to the Outside Over the Sword, Passing with the Left Foot” in La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello. 
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Terminiello has the wounder, Fencer 1515, in quarta. The original text is ambiguous16 and quarta 

is the only starting guard position explicitly stated by Alfieri in the chapter. By changing which 

fencer starts off in quarta, practitioners learn a couple of concepts differently, the first being setting 

up an opponent for this passing-step attack. 

The starting position of each fencer matters for two reasons. First, it informs what lines17 

are open, constrained, and closed. Lines (of attack) are the path that a sword travels along to strike 

an opponent, so the starting guard limits what options each fencer has in order to defend themself 

and wound their opponent. It dictates how a fencer would move their weapon(s) and body 

throughout a sequence, and provides practitioners basic context of the scenario they are learning 

about. 

In the Terminiello translation, the wounder begins in quarta. They gain18 the opponent’s 

blade, presumably on the inside line since quarta is traditionally used to protect the inside line19. 

This puts the opponent in an extremely disadvantageous position in which they cannot strike the 

wounder through the wounder’s guard. Because of this, the opponent attempts to strike via a 

cavazione on the outside line20; however, as soon as the opponent begins their movement, the 

wounder uses the tempo to strike in seconda with a left-foot passing step and grasping the hilt of 

the opponent’s sword21. 

 
15  For the sake of the paper, I’ll refer to Fencer 15 as “the wounder” and Fencer 14 as “the opponent.” 
16  See Appendix A for transcription of the chapter. 
17  There are four lines in the Italian school: inside, outside, high, and low. All attacks are a combination of high/low and inside/outside and are 

relative to the position of the weapons held. 
18  Gaining, finding, and stringere (constraining) are terms often used interchangeably in the Italian school and vary from master to master; 

however, I’ve adopted the Academie Duello pedagogy of splitting the three terms up for easier understanding in a classroom and academic 

sense. In this context, gaining an opponent’s sword includes placing the strong (forte) of your blade against the weak (debole) of your 
opponents and setting it aside. This fully negates your opponent’s offensive and defense capability, closes off your opponent’s line of attack, 

and leaves your line of attack open. See the Glossary for more detailed definitions.  
19  Boorman, Devon. “Guards” in Introduction to the Italian Rapier, 79. 
20  For a right-handed fencer, the outside line is the line of attack to the right of their sword hilt, regardless of where it is situated in space. 
21  Alfieri doesn’t explicitly state that Fencer 15 should grasp Fencer 14’s hilt; however, it is implied in the accompanying illustration. 

https://www.freelanceacademypress.com/DuelloRapierSpecial.aspx
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This interpretation is seen performed in a video22 produced by Myles Cupp, rapier 

instructor for Kron Martial Arts, a California-based HEMA23 group. 

In the Leoni translation, it is the opponent who starts off in quarta. This presents more 

confusion or openness to the martial interpretation because, in this translation, Alfieri does not 

explicitly state which guard the wounder is in. If the wounder is also in quarta, the play could be 

interpreted similar as the Terminiello translation. However, the only other guard referred to in the 

primary play is seconda, the guard the wounder strikes with. It is possible that this is the starting 

guard of the wounder. While the opponent is in quarta to protect their inside line24, it leaves their 

outside line open for attack. Seconda protects well on the outside line while striking25 and is also 

used to attack along the outside line in Alfieri’s teachings26, too. This makes it a viable option for 

the wounder’s starting position. 

That was argued by Darren Di Battista, author of On Historical Fencing with the Rapier 

and Dagger, in an online discussion regarding the chapter27. He asserts that since the wounder 

passes “in seconda during the tempo of the cavazione,” but without making a cavazione of their 

own, that “means [the wounder] must have been in seconda to begin with.” 

Chart A scripts the two interpretations of the play. Appendix B provides video links of both 

interpretations in action (Watch: Terminiello version; Leoni version; Comparison video). 

 

 

 

 
22  Kron Martial Arts, “La Scherma by Alfieri: Plate 8, Presented by The Kron Rapier Study Group.” November 16, 2013. Video, 4:27. 

https://youtu.be/JmPnR0QlalE. 
23  HEMA stands for Historical European Martial Arts. 
24  For a right-handed fencer, the inside line is the line of attack to the left of their sword hilt, regardless of where it is situated in space. 
25  Windsor, Guy. “Armed Practice: Paired Drills” in The Duellist’s Companion, 86-87. 
26  Alfieri, “On Wounding in Seconda From a Firm Foot” in La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello. 
27  Aucoin, Justin. “Revisiting Plate VIII of Alfieri’s ‘La Scherma’, The Tavern Knight’s Barracks. Accessed January 15, 2020. 

https://youtu.be/JmPnR0QlalE
https://www.facebook.com/groups/227450070580
https://amzn.to/2IM6Wxu
https://amzn.to/2IM6Wxu
https://thetavernknight.wordpress.com/2020/01/15/revisiting-plate-viii-of-alfieris-la-
https://youtu.be/-aMwBEGbMk0
https://youtu.be/zRb2P_56lyg
https://youtu.be/0MHOVUdpMrE
https://amzn.to/2U1XYl7
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Chart A 

Tom Leoni Translation Piermarco Terminiello Translation 

Fencer A starts in seconda; Fencer B in quarta. 

 

1. Fencer A: Gains the opponent’s sword in 

seconda. 

2. Fencer B: Performs a cavazione in an 

attempt to lunge on the inside line. 

3. Fencer A: Strikes opponent in seconda to 

the outside line and above the opponent’s 

sword while making a passing step of the 

rear foot and grasping the opponent’s hilt. 

Fencer A in quarta; Fencer B starts in terza. 

 

1. Fencer A: Gains the opponent’s sword 

with their hand in quarta. 

2. Fencer B: Performs a cavazione in an 

attempt to lunge on the outside line. 

3. Fencer A: Strikes the opponent in 

seconda to the outside line and above the 

opponent’s sword while making a passing 

step of the rear foot and grasping the 

opponent’s hilt. 

 

As demonstrated in the videos28, the play works in both interpretations despite being set up 

on different lines. This is unusual, though not unheard of, as it is more common that plays that 

start on one line end on the opposite line in Italian school. For example, if we were to set up and 

gain our opponent’s sword on the outside line using seconda and they were to perform a cavazione 

to the inside line, we would turn our hand into quarta and strike on the inside line. Similarly, the 

mirror is true; if we were to gain our opponent using quarta on the inside line and our opponent 

performed a cavazione to the outside line, we would strike using seconda on the outside line. This 

is seen across the Italian school, such as in Chapter VII of Alfieri29, Plate 16 of Capoferro30, 

Chapter 5 of Giganti31, and Plate 22 of Fabris32. 

 
28  See Appendix B, Videos #1, #2 for demonstrations of the plays. Video #3 demonstrates the two translations side by side. 
29  Alfieri, “On Wounding in Seconda From a Firm Foot” in La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello. 
30  Capoferro, “This Illustration and the Following Ones Show Various Ways to Strike the Opponent to the Inside Always Assuming the Action 

Starts to the Outside with Your Finding His Blade and He Attacking with a Cavazione”” in The Art and Practice of Fencing, Leoni, 49. 
31  Giganti, Nicoletto, “The Correct Way to Gain the Opponent’s Sword and Strike Him While He Performs a Cavazione” in Venetian Rapier: 

The School, or Salle, Leoni, 9. 
32  Fabris, Salvator. Scienza d’Arme (The Art of the Italian Rapier), Leoni, 56. 

https://youtu.be/0MHOVUdpMrE
https://youtu.be/DIgWkupJp_g
https://youtu.be/iNl8m3AN21A
https://amzn.to/2w4S8Y9
https://amzn.to/2xCcEzP
http://www.lulu.com/shop/tom-leoni/fabris/paperback/product-23607565.html
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The concept is most succinctly put in Vienna Anonymous33, which states, “If you have 

already gained the opponent’s sword and he tries to free it by means of a cavazione, gain his blade 

on the other side before he can gain yours on that side.”34 

Here, however, the play works in both interpretations despite starting on different lines. 

This is because in each interpretation, the modern practitioner is learning to apply the action in 

two different tempos35. Tempo marks a “favorable time in which to strike the opponent.”36 

In the Terminiello translation, the practitioner is learning to wound their opponent with a 

passing step in contro tempo. Contro tempo (“counter time”) is an opportunity to attack during an 

opponent’s offensive action37. For a contro-tempo attack to be successful, “the tempo of attack 

needs to be of equal to or lesser proportion” to that of the opponent and it must also defend the 

fencer from the opponent’s attack38. Most actions in Alfieri, as well as other 17th Century Italian 

rapier masters, are in contro tempo39.  

In the Leoni translation, the same play is done in mezzo tempo. Mezzo tempo (“half time”) 

is similar to contro tempo in that the wounder attacks during their opponent’s movement. However, 

whereas contro tempo is an attack during an opponent’s attack, mezzo tempo is an attack during 

the middle of an opponent’s non-offensive action40, such as preparing for a cut or a cavazione41. 

In the Leoni translation, the non-offensive action is the cavazione. 

 
33  Vienna Anonymous, originally titled Della Scherma (“On Fencing”; MS 381), is an anonymous Italian fencing manual written in 1614. The 

manuscript is based on Salvator Fabris’s and Ridolfo Capoferro’s teachings. The manuscript is the work of three unknown scribes and 

includes annotations in the margins and footnotes as well as specific references to plates in both Fabris’s and Capoferro’s treatises. 
34  Vienna Anonymous, Leoni, 38-39. 
35  Tempo (tempi, or “time”) is the measurement of motion between stillness and stillness between motion. There are four tempos of attack in the 

Italian school: primo, dui, mezzo, and contro/contra. 
36  Leoni, Tom. Understanding Tempo. Accessed December 26, 2019. 
37  “Tempo” in Academie Duello Glossary. WMAWiki. Accessed December 26, 2019. 
38  Boorman, Devon. “Contro-tempo” in Introduction to the Italian Rapier, 140. 
39  See Note 36. 
40  See Note 38. 
41  Boorman. “Mezzo Tempo” in Introduction to the Italian Rapier, 148-149. 

http://www.lulu.com/shop/tom-leoni/vienna-anonymous-on-fencing-a-rapier-masterclass-from-the-17th-century/paperback/product-24043544.html
https://chivalricfighting.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/understanding-tempo.pdf
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Della_Scherma_(MS_381)
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For both interpretations to work, it is imperative to perform the actions “in tempo”42 and at 

the right moment based on the tempo each interpretation works in. To use the techniques described 

in Chapter VIII in the wrong tempo could lead to the wounder becoming the wounded. For 

example, the Kron Martial Arts interpretation of the Terminiello translation and is performed in 

contro tempo. This means the wounder’s attack happens toward the end their opponent’s action43. 

In this case, that action is an attack by cavazione. By allowing the opponent’s blade to cross from 

the inside line to the outside line, the practitioner can easily make the passing step around their 

opponent’s blade without fear of being struck. However, if a modern practitioner were to try the 

Terminiello translation in mezzo tempo, as in the Leoni translation, there is a high chance they 

would run themselves onto their opponent’s sword point44. 

Similar can be said of the Leoni translation and Di Battista interpretation. Performing this 

passing step attack in mezzo tempo keeps the opponent’s blade on the outside line throughout the 

entire sequence, so the action completes successfully. However, if the opponent’s blade crosses 

from the outside to the inside line, the play becomes a contro tempo action instead. In the Leoni 

translation, contro tempo is much more problematic for the wounder, as a modern practitioner 

would run into similar issues as someone trying the Terminiello translation in mezzo tempo, i.e., 

an increased chance of being struck by their opponent45. 

Both translations and interpretations remain true to the spirit of Italian rapier. Keeping the 

opponent’s sword on the outside line while performing a left-foot pass is a prevalent sequence for 

single rapier found in other 17th Century Italian rapier manuals.  

 
42  “In tempo” is an attack or action that is done in time of an opponent’s movement or while the opponent is fixed. 
43  Boorman. “Mezzo Tempo (Half Time/Middle Time)” in Introduction to the Italian Rapier, 195. 
44  See Appendix B, Video #6 for demonstration of the play in the wrong tempo. 
45  See Appendix B, Video #7 for demonstration of the play in the wrong tempo. 

https://youtu.be/5FhETc-nzkw
https://youtu.be/5FhETc-nzkw
https://youtu.be/dWEFyi6N4nY
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Capoferro has five plates involving attacks using a passing step with single rapier and four 

of them have the wounder striking while on the outside line46. The exception to the rule, Plate 2047, 

has a left-foot pass while the opponent’s blade is on the inside line. However, it includes beating48 

the opponent’s blade to give the wounder the extra tempo needed to safely pass the opponent’s 

sword point. 

Giganti has six plates depicting passes of the rear foot, five of which have strikes with the 

opponent’s blade being controlled on the outside line49. The sixth has the opponent’s sword 

moving to parry a feint, giving the wounder a tempo to strike with a passing step while the sword 

remains on the inside line50. In Giganti’s The ‘Lost’ Second Book, he re-emphasizes this idea of 

controlling on the outside line while passing by stating, “On lunging to the inside, if your enemy 

parries, disengage your sword towards him to the outside, and in that same tempo pass with your 

left foot”51. 

In the vast majority of these examples, the left-foot pass is executed while controlling the 

opponent’s blade on the outside line, just like in both translations of Alfieri. However, what makes 

the interpretations unique from one another is the tempo in which the play is executed. The 

Terminiello version is conducted in contro tempo, whereas the Leoni version works in mezzo 

tempo. This, along with the primary play’s initial setup, creates for a widening variation in 

techniques and concepts taught to modern practitioners, teaching them different things about 

Alfieri’s system. 

Next, we will look at three divergences found in the chapter’s secondary play(s). 

 
46  Capoferro. The Art and Practice of Fencing, Leoni, 37, 40-45. 
47  Capoferro. “Strike to the Opponent’s Face with a Pass in Seconda and a Left-Hand Grab of His Sword-Arm” in The Art and Practice of 

Fencing, Leoni, 54. 
48  Beating or a “blade beat” is a horizontal cut directed at an opponent’s sword to displace their sword point. 
49  Giganti, Nicoletto, Venetian Rapier: The School, or Salle, Leoni, 15-18, 20, 25. 
50  Giganti. “The Thrust to the Face, Turning the Hand” in Venetian Rapier: The School, or Salle, Leoni, 26. 
51  Giganti, Nicoletto. “The Method of Coming to Grips and Wounding with a Thrust to the Chest” in The ‘Lost’ Second Book of Nicoletto 

Giganti, Terminiello and Pendragon, 99. 

https://amzn.to/3aQDOBl
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The Secondary Plays: Three Divergences in Translations and Interpretations 

As is common in other Italian rapier fencing treatises, Alfieri presents alternative plays in 

each of his chapters. These secondary plays typically present other ways in which a fencer may 

strike an opponent using the same overarching tactic presented in the chapter. In Book II, Chapter 

VIII of La Scherma, Alfieri’s alternative plays presents other ways in which a fencer can strike 

their opponent while making a left-foot pass. In this part of the chapter, there are three anomalies 

between the Leoni and Terminiello translations: 

1. The number of alternate plays vary. 

2. The translations differ on whether the wounder feints52 or wounds along Line B. 

3. The motivation for performing the beat provides different tactical context. 

Each of these differences affect the martial interpretation of the plays and teach modern 

practitioners something different about Alfieri’s system and the greater Italian school. 

Secondary Play, Difference #1: Number of Plays Vary 

The starkest difference of the three is that the number of alternative plays vary between the 

two translations. Specifically, the Leoni version has just one secondary play and the Terminiello 

version has two separate and distinct sequences. 

Chart B scripts the two interpretations of the secondary plays and Appendix B provides 

video links of both interpretations in action. 

  

 
52  A feint is a simulated attack designed to induce the opponent to react either with a parry or with a counterattack. 
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Chart B 

Tom Leoni Translation Piermarco Terminiello Translation 

Fencer A is in seconda; Fencer B is in quarta. 

 

Sequence B 

1. Fencer A: Feints low to the opponent’s flank 

just under the sword arm (Line B). 

2. Fencer B: Attacks into the feint toward the 

face. 

3. Fencer A: Beats opponent’s sword to the 

outside line and delivers a mandritto or 

riverso tondo to the opponent’s head while 

making a passing step of the rear foot. 

Fencer A is in quarta; Fencer B is in terza. 

 

Sequence B 

1. Fencer A: Feint to face on the inside line. 

2. Fencer B: Moves to parry the attack. 

3. Fencer A: Performs a mezza cavazione and 

strikes under the opponent’s sword arm 

(Line B) while making a passing step of the 

rear foot and grasping the opponent’s hilt. 

 

Sequence C 

1. Fencer A: Gains the opponent’s sword on 

the inside line (in quarta). 

2. Fencer B: Performs a cavazione and 

attempts an attack. 

3. Fencer A: Beats opponent’s blade to the 

outside line and delivers a mandritto or 

riverso tondo to the opponent’s head while 

making a passing step of the rear foot. 

 

The Leoni translation having one secondary play and the Terminiello translation having 

two secondary plays makes for consequential differences in martial interpretation. To start, modern 

practitioners reading the Terminiello version learn an extra set of actions in which to use the left-

foot pass. This provides a greater understanding of the technique’s uses and a broader breadth of 

its implementations. Modern practitioners also learn an entirely different concept not found in the 

Leoni version of this chapter—the mezza cavazione (half-disengage)53. 

Secondary Play, Difference #2: Wounding vs. Feinting Along Line B 

Within this anomaly of varying number of plays, we find another distinct difference in 

translation, which brings us to the second divergence in the secondary plays: both the Leoni version 

 
53  Mezza cavazione or half-disengage. Unlike a full cavazione, which brings a fencer’s sword from one side of their opponent’s blade to another, 

the mezza cavazione frees the fencer’s blade but keeps the point low, below their opponent’s sword. 

https://youtu.be/p8MTJWptZ9o
https://youtu.be/p8MTJWptZ9o
https://youtu.be/BzrqAeNyPbQ
https://youtu.be/cSMHAnp-BVk
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and Terminiello version differ in what action the wounder executes along Line B (as seen in the 

chapter’s illustration).  

In the Leoni version, the translation says “You could also feint in seconda on Line B (to 

the flank under his right arm)…” The Terminiello translation, however, reads, “Gentleman 15 

could also feint, and wound along Line B in seconda, to the flank under the right arm.” 

To start, in both translations a modern practitioner is learning how to attack on the pass via 

dui tempi. Dui tempi (or “two times”) is an attack opportunity provided by “spending a tempo to 

gain a tempo,” meaning a fencer uses one action to create another tempo in which to strike54. Blade 

beats, feints, and parry–ripostes are common examples of dui tempi in the Italian system. 

In this secondary play by Alfieri, the feint initiates the dui tempi action in both translations; 

however, how the opponent responds to the feint and the actions the wounder uses to capitalize on 

the tempo vary. This means two practitioners reading a different translation from the other would 

be learning a different set of techniques to defeat an opponent via dui tempi. 

This first alternative play in the Terminiello version55 begins like the chapter’s primary 

play, with the wounder in quarta to the inside line56. From here, the wounder extends their arm 

forward, still in quarta, feinting to high-inside line aimed at the opponent’s face57. The opponent 

then reacts by attempting to parry the fake attack. The wounder performs a mezza cavazione (a 

half-disengage) to free their blade in the same tempo of the opponent’s parry58. This allows the 

wounder to strike along Line B to the opponent’s chest. 

 
54  “Tempo” in Academie Duello Glossary. WMAWiki. Accessed January 3, 2020. 
55  See Appendix B, Video #8 for demonstration of the play. 
56  Kron Martial Arts, “La Scherma by Alfieri: Plate 8, Presented by The Kron Rapier Study Group.” November 16, 2013. Video, 4:27. 

https://youtu.be/JmPnR0QlalE. 
57  In Book II, Chapter VII of Alfieri’s La Scherma, Leoni notes that “most if not all high-to-low feints are directed at the face.” 
58  The result of this play looks similar to plate in Chapter 9 of Alfieri’s La Scherma. 

https://youtu.be/BzrqAeNyPbQ
https://youtu.be/JmPnR0QlalE
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Francesco_Fernando_Alfieri#/media/File:La_Scherma_(Alfieri)_11.jpg
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In the Leoni translation59, the sequence works much differently. The setup is still the same 

as in the primary play with opponent in quarta and the wounder in seconda to the outside line. 

However, instead of feinting high to the face—like in the Terminiello translation—the wounder 

lowers their sword point and feints along Line B. This provokes the opponent to attack into the 

feint60. The wounder responds to the attack by beating the blade to the outside line and finishes 

with a cut to the head. 

These are two vastly different translations of the same text, and the difference centers 

around what the wounder does along Line B—feint to it (as in the Leoni translation) or strike along 

it (as in the Terminiello translation).  

Because of this divergence in the text, modern practitioners learn different techniques and 

tactics. In the Terminiello version, a modern practitioner is learning that a feint provokes the 

opponent to parry and to use a mezza cavazione to defeat the parry in tempo. In the Leoni version, 

a practitioner is learning that a feint (or invitation) provokes the opponent to attack and to use a 

beat parry to counter the attack.  

Although these are vastly different techniques, both translations fall within Alfieri’s 

teachings and the greater Italian school. An opponent moving to parry a feint is one the most 

common actions seen throughout the Italian rapier system. It is especially common when paired 

with a mezza cavazione and a passing step, as interpreted from the Terminiello translation. This is 

because feints are almost always followed by a cavazione61. 

For example, the interpretation of the Terminiello translation is similar to Chapter IX of 

Giganti, which calls for a feint on the inside line. As the opponent “attempts to parry and 

 
59  See Appendix B, Video #9 for video demonstration of the play and Video #11 for a comparison of Terminiello’s and Leoni’s Sequence B. 
60  Aucoin, Justin. “Revisiting Plate VIII of Alfieri’s ‘La Scherma’, The Tavern Knight’s Barracks. Accessed January 15, 2020. 
61  Alfieri, “Feints” in La Scherma: on Fencing, Leoni. 

https://youtu.be/p8MTJWptZ9o
https://youtu.be/6MPZ5kKgamI
https://youtu.be/6MPZ5kKgamI
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counterattack, perform another cavazione under his hilt and keep your point directed at the 

opponent’s chest”62 while making a left-foot passing step. Giganti repeats this idea with similar 

plays in Chapter X and XI of the first treatise as well as in his second, “lost”, book63. Similarly, 

we see an inside line feint followed by a mezza cavazione and passing step in the second action of 

Plate 11 in Capoferro’s treatise, which says a fencer should feint “in quarta to [the opponent’s] 

face; as he attempts a parry, turn your hand, bend your body and strike below his blade, as 

described”64. Fabris also has a play that involves a feint, mezza cavazione, and passing step65. 

This is not the only play in La Scherma in which Alfieri uses these techniques. The third 

option in “Chapter VII – Fix-footed Strike in Seconda”66 also calls for a feint high to the 

opponent’s face followed by a mezza cavazione to strike the chest below the opponent’s sword. 

The difference between the two plays is Chapter VII is done with a firm-footed lunge and Chapter 

VIII is done with the pass. 

Although the sequence in the Terminiello translation aligns itself with common plays of 

other 17th Century Italian rapier masters, the lessons interpreted from the Leoni translation also 

remain true to the greater Italian school. 

Although an opponent responding to a feint with a parry is a common action, it is not the 

only potential reaction they might have. Fabris wrote, “As you move to perform the feint, it is 

always vital to be ready for a counterattack… by always expecting a counter, you will be more 

ready to defend”67. Fabris demonstrates this concept in Plate 43 of his treatise68. It is also a similar 

 
62  Giganti. “How to Strike to the Chest with Single Sword—from the Measure and Parity of Swords” in Venetian Rapier: The School, or Salle, 

Leoni, 15. 
63  Giganti, Nicoletto. “The Method of Coming to Grips and Wounding with a Thrust to the Chest” in The ‘Lost’ Second Book of Nicoletto 

Giganti, Terminiello and Pendragon, 99. 
64  Capoferro. “Various Actions Ending with a Strike Below the Opponent’s Sword” in The Art and Practice of Fencing, Leoni, 40. 
65  Fabris. Scienza d’Arme (The Art of the Italian Rapier), Leoni, 74. 
66  Alfieri. “On Wounding in Seconda From a Firm Foot” in La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello. 
67  Fabris. “What are Feints and Why They are so Named”, Scienza d’Arme (The Art of the Italian Rapier), Leoni, 21. 
68  Fabris. Scienza d’Arme (The Art of the Italian Rapier), Leoni, 77. 
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concept taught by Capoferro, who taught using the feint to provoke an opponent into a 

counteroffensive action69, as demonstrated in Plate 770 and Plate 971 of his treatise. By looking at 

these examples, we see that interpreting the opponent’s reaction as a counterattack instead of a 

parry, which makes the most sense in the Leoni translation, as described by Di Battista, is well 

founded in the Italian school. 

It is also possible to interpret the feint along Line B as an invitation instead of a feigned 

attack.72 An invitation, or chiamate, is a type of feint in which a fencer creates an opening in order 

to lure the opponent to attack so they can counterattack the action in controtempo or dui tempi. In 

the Leoni translation, by lowering the sword point into a low terza or seconda position73, it leaves 

the wounder’s entire high line open to attack. Alfieri speaks of invitations, calling the technique a 

“crafty motion born of ingenuity”74, and it is a common “sub-species of feint”75 taught by other 

Italian rapier masters. 

This is demonstrated in Plate 31 of Fabris, which describes an action in which a small 

change in guard position invites the opponent to attack, allowing the wounder to counterattack in 

tempo76. In Plate 45, he says “our fencer suddenly lowers his tip and creates an opening, at which 

the opponent pushes forward” with an attack that the wounder is able to take advantage of77—a 

similar setup as in the Alfieri play.  

When to feint or use an invitation also has a tactical difference that’s best summarized in 

Vienna Anonymous. According to Capoferro and Fabris, feinting is best used to provoke a parry 

 
69  Coblentz, David, “Feints in Capoferro”, The Coblog, 2009. Accessed on January 6, 2020. 
70  Capoferro. “This Illustration and the Following Show Various Ways to Strike to the Outside, After You Have Gained the Opponent’s Blade to 

the Inside and He Performs a Thrusting Attack by Cavazione” in The Art and Practice of Fencing, Leoni, 34-35. 
71  Capoferro. “Strike with a Pass While the Opponent Attacks with a Cavazione” in The Art and Practice of Fencing, Leoni, 37. 
72  See Appendix B, Video #10 for a demonstration of this play. 
73  In “How to Form Prima and Seconda” and “How to Form Terza and Quarta”, Alfieri notes that there are three levels for each guard: “natural, 

high, and low.” La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello. 
74  Alfieri, “Feints” in La Scherma: on Fencing, Leoni, 26. 
75  Leoni, Tom. Understanding Tempo. Accessed December 26, 2019. 
76  Fabris. Scienza d’Arme (The Art of the Italian Rapier), Leoni, 65. 
77  Fabris. Scienza d’Arme (The Art of the Italian Rapier), Leoni, 79. 

http://www.thecoblog.net/2009/07/feints-in-capoferro/
http://www.thecoblog.net/2009/07/feints-in-capoferro/
https://youtu.be/THkqYZ9iwY4
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against “the timid [fighter] or who do not know the misura larga78 very well”, whereas the 

invitation is “good against impetuous opponents who clearly want to attack—in order to give them 

a bigger opportunity to come forward”79. Alfieri echoes these ideas in Book I, Chapter XIX80. Both 

of these tactics are also displayed in Alfieri’s secondary plays of Chapter VIII. The Leoni 

translation demonstrates how to defeat the reckless opponent by inviting them to attack and the 

Terminiello version illustrates how to defeat a timid opponent. 

Regardless of the translation, modern practitioners are learning techniques and tactics 

found throughout the Italian school. However, these techniques and tactics vary. In the Leoni 

translation, practitioners learn that a feint to the chest (or lowering the point as an invitation) can 

provoke an attack; in the Terminiello translation, practitioners learn that feinting can provoke a 

parry, and that feinting high to the face can be capitalized upon via a mezza cavazione. 

Secondary Play, Difference #3: Context of the Blade Beat 

The final divergence in translation that affects martial interpretation is found in the use of 

the beat as described in the third play (Sequence C) of the Terminiello translation and the 

secondary play (Sequence B) of the Leoni translation. Both use a blade beat to defeat an opponent’s 

attack and conclude with a mandritto or riverso tondo to the head. Therefore, in both translations, 

modern practitioners are learning the same techniques. However, the difference in the translation 

changes the martial context and motivation for performing the beat. 

The Terminiello translation81 reads, “…[the wounder] could knock the sword to the 

outside, with reason as he does not have time to perform a cavazione, and from point A deliver 

a mandritto or riverso tondo to the head”82. In this translation, it is implied that the wounder 

 
78  Misura larga or “wide measure” is the distance in which a fencer may strike an opponent with a lunge. 
79  Vienna Anonymous, Leoni, 12 and 14. 
80  Alfieri, “How to Face Timid, Overconfident, Phlegmatic and Choleric Opponents” in La Scherma: on Fencing, Leoni, 39. 
81   See Appendix B, Video #12 for a demonstration of this play. 
82  Alfieri, “On Wounding to the Outside Over the Sword, Passing with the Left Foot” in La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, Terminiello. 

https://youtu.be/cSMHAnp-BVk
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performs a beat because they do not have enough time to perform a contracavazione83(counter-

disengage) in order to strike their opponent. This means modern practitioners studying the 

Terminiello translation learn that if they cannot perform a contracavazione in order to defeat their 

opponent, they can use a beat parry. This has a defensive intention behind the technique.  

This is in contrast to the Leoni translation, which reads, “…beat [the opponent’s] sword to 

the outside (making sure he doesn’t have the time for a cavazione) and deliver a mandritto or 

riverso tondo to his head from line A”84. In this version, the wounder performs a beat so their 

opponent doesn’t have time to perform a cavazione in order to counter the wounder’s attack. This 

means modern practitioners learn to use beat parry to deny their opponent a chance of bringing 

their sword back to the open line via a cavazione. This has more offensive connotations to the 

concept of the beat. 

This aligns with how the two plays have been interpreted.85 As shown in Chart B, the 

Terminiello translation uses the beat to defend against a counteroffensive action by the opponent. 

In the Leoni translation, the beat is part of a well-constructed and planned offensive sequence by 

the wounder, starting with a feint (or invitation) and then capitalized upon via the beat.  

Despite the varying applications and martial context of the beat seen here, it still illustrates 

the two sides of the same coin that is seen across Italian masters—every defensive motion should 

include an offensive component, and every offensive motion should also be defensive.86  

Using the beat as a defensive measure is employed by other Italian fencing masters. In 

Giganti’s first manual, he says, “As the opponent delivers a thrust, imbroccata or cut (or any other 

 
83  Contracavazione or “counter-disengage” is a disengage in response to an opponent’s disengage, thus keeping the action on the same line. For 

example, if you found your opponent on the inside line and they performed a cavazione to try to get to the outside line, you could perform a 

contracavazione in the same tempo of their movement to keep the play on the inside line. 
84  Alfieri, “Outside Strike above the Opponent’s Sword, Left-foot pass” in La Scherma: on Fencing, Leoni. 
85  See Appendix B, Video #13 for a demonstration comparing the use of the beat in Terminiello’s Sequence C and Leoni’s Sequence B. 
86  Boorman. “History of the Rapier” in Introduction to the Italian Rapier, 5. 

https://youtu.be/EJo2xJFZ-wU
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attack), beat his blade with your forte and immediately follow with a thrust to his face or chest”87. 

Plate 10 of Capoferro says a fencer can defend a thrust by using a “parry with a half-mandritto” 

and then follow with a riverso to the face or thrust to the chest88. David and Dori Coblentz, master 

and provost at arms for Decatur School of Arms in Georgia, interpreted this half-mandritto as a 

beat parry89, making Capoferro’s Plate 10 very similar to the Leoni translation. Using the beat to 

initiate an offensive action is found among other Italian masters as well. Specifically, the second 

play in Plate 1690 of Capoferro calls for the beat to displace an opponent’s sword before attacking91. 

As illustrated in this section, the translation choices of Alfieri’s secondary play(s) in 

Chapter VIII result in significant differences in martial interpretation. The number of plays in each 

translation means modern practitioners studying the Terminiello translation are learning an extra 

set of techniques not found in the Leoni version of the chapter (the mezza cavazione). The 

difference in what the wounder does along Line B (feint or wound) creates a diverse set of 

sequences that reveal different applications and martial responses to the feint. Lastly, the martial 

context for the beat (defensive vs. offensive) teaches different uses for the technique. Yet even 

though these translations teach practitioners different techniques, tactics, and concepts, each 

version remains true the spirit of Italian swordplay and teachings of other 17th Century Italian 

masters. This is a testament not only to Alfieri’s writing but the Italian system as a whole. 

Conclusion 

We have analyzed four discrepancies found in two translations of Book II, Chapter VIII of 

Francesco Ferdinando Alfieri’s La Scherma—one by Tom Leoni and the other by Piermarco 

 
87  Giganti. “How to Play Single Sword Against Single Sword, with Full-intent Thrusts” in Venetian Rapier: The School, or Salle, Leoni, 24. 
88  Capoferro. “Strike in Quarta in the Pit of the Right Arm while the Opponent Attacks with a Cavazione” in The Art and Practice of Fencing, 

Leoni, 39. 
89  Coblentz, David and Dori, “Plate 10” in Introduction to Italian Rapier, 37. Accessed on January 5, 2020. 
90  Capoferro. “This Illustration and the Following Ones Show Various Ways to Strike the Opponent in the Inside Always Assuming the Action 

Starts on the Outside with You Finding His Blade and He Attacking with a Cavazione” in The Art and Practice of Fencing, Leoni, 49. 
91  Sword School, “Capoferro Plate 16” September 20, 2012. Video, 1:49. https://youtu.be/3475BjWQmDw. 

http://decaturschoolofarms.com/
http://www.thecoblog.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Italian-Rapier.pdf
http://www.thecoblog.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Italian-Rapier.pdf
https://youtu.be/3475BjWQmDw
https://youtu.be/3475BjWQmDw
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Terminiello et al. The analysis illustrated how the disparities not only alter martial interpretation 

between modern practitioners, but also the mechanics, techniques, and philosophies learned from 

the chapter. 

 In the primary play, practitioners learn two different setups for the sequence that teach how 

to attack in two different tempos: mezzo tempo in the Leoni version and contro tempo in the 

Terminiello translation. Attempting each interpretation in the wrong tempo leads to the practitioner 

being struck, teaching them the importance of attacking in the correct tempo. 

Analysis of the translations also showed three discrepancies in the secondary play(s) of 

Chapter VIII. The number of plays in each translation means modern practitioners studying the 

Terminiello translation are learning an extra set of techniques not found in the Leoni version of 

the chapter (the mezza cavazione). The difference in what the wounder does along Line B (feint or 

wound) creates for a diverse set of sequences that reveal different applications and martial 

responses to the feint (parry vs. counterattack), as well as different ways to attack in dui tempi. 

Lastly, the context for the beat (defensive vs. offensive) illustrates different uses for the mechanic.  

Although though these translations teach practitioners different techniques, tactics, and 

concepts, each translation still remains true the spirit of Italian swordplay and teachings of other 

17th Century Italian masters. This is a testament not only to Alfieri’s writing, but also the 

cohesiveness of the Italian system as a whole. It also demonstrates that cross-referencing multiple 

translations of the same manual can provide the best comprehensive understanding of the system 

at hand. 
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from single rapier to sword and dagger, sword and cloak to sword vs. polearm. Fabris is 

best known for his extreme stance which has the fencer heavily hip-hinged forward while 

their weight is balanced over the rear leg. Fabris’s first book of his treatise covers fencing 

theory, his numerous versions of different guards, and more than 100 plates and actions. 

Fabris second book is also unique in which he teaches the reader how to “proceed with 

resolution” against an opponent, i.e., how to approach and dispatch your opponent 

without stopping forward momentum. His teaching was highly influential. His manual 

was translated into German and Latin, and his work was praised by Italian and Spanish 

fencing masters alike. 

 

Giganti, Nicoletto. The ‘Lost’ Second Book of Nicoletto Giganti (1608). Pisa, 1608. Translated 

and edited by Piermarco Terminiello and Joshua Pendragon. Fox Spirit Books, 2013. 

 

 This is Giganti’s second book originally printed in 1608 and thought lost for time before 

being confirmed found among the Howard De Walden collection in the Wallace 

Collection in 2012. The plate quality is relatively poor compared to Giganti’s first book 

and appears to be illustrated by two different artists. In this second book, Giganti teaches 

single rapier, sword and dagger, sword and rotella, sword and targa, sword and buckler, 

sword and cape, the dagger alone, the dagger against a spear, and the dagger alone 

against a sword. While his first book breaks down fencing theory and techniques to build 

a solid fencing foundation, this Libro seconda presumes the reader is familiar with his 

first book and general fencing concepts. If Giganti’s first book is just an introduction to 

Italian rapier, this second book is a more advanced version of the class. 

 

Giganti, Nicoletto, Venetian Rapier: The School, or Salle. Siena, 1606. Translated by Leoni. 

Freelance Academy Press, Inc., 2010. 

 

 Along with Capoferro and Fabris, Giganti is considered one of the great Italian rapier 

masters of the early-17th Century. Unlike other fencing masters, however, he doesn’t 

name the guards like we see among other Italian fencing masters. Instead he opts simply 

to say to “take a guard on the inside (or outside),” letting the reader to fill in the blanks. 

This manual is much more simplistic compared to Capoferro, Fabris, or even Alfieri. He 

covers single rapier and sword and dagger only over the course of 42 plates. Sometimes 

the illustrations and the text do not align, however, these spots are conveniently marked 

off by Leoni in his footnotes. Leoni also presents the reader with notes on what they need 

to know to be able to tackle Giganti’s work and lists additional 
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Kron Martial Arts, “La Scherma by Alfieri: Plate 8, Presented by The Kron Rapier Study 

Group.” November 16, 2013. Video, 4:27. https://youtu.be/JmPnR0QlalE 

 

Kron Martial Arts is a HEMA group based in Los Angeles. This video, led by instructor 

Myles Cupp, is the group’s interpretation of Plate VIII of Alfieri’s La Scherma based on 

the Terminiello et al. translation. In it, Cupp quotes Alfieri’s writings and demonstrates 

how his group believes the plays should done. It is a strict play interpretation video and 

does not delve deeper into Alfieri’s overarching teachings or the Italian system. The 

group also has similar videos of Plates VI, VII, and IX of La Scherma available on their 

YouTube channel. 

 

La Scherma (Alfieri) 10.jpg, Wiktenauer: A HEMA Alliance Project. Accessed January 14, 

2020. https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/File:La_Scherma_(Alfieri)_10.jpg 

 

This is an image scan of Plate VIII from Alfieri’s La Scherma. Plates like this are 

common in 17th Century Italian fencing manuals and provide as a visual representation 

of the play being described in the text. Like most other plates in 17th Century fencing 

treatise, this plate is profiled. Somewhat individualized to La Scherma, however, is the 

addition of letters and dotted lines that represent other angles in which an attack may 

happen (as described in the accompanied text). The plates in La Scherma also depict 

fencers in contemporary clothing, unlike Capoferro, Fabris and Giganti’s manuals, which 

show the fencers naked. 

 

Leoni, Tom. Understanding Tempo. Accessed on January 5, 2020. 

https://chivalricfighting.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/understanding-tempo.pdf 

 

Tom Leoni is one of the world’s leading translators of historical European martial arts. In 

this short essay, he explains what tempo means to fencing masters of the Italian 

Renaissance, who borrowed heavily from Aristotelian ideas. The essay mainly cites 

Fabris and Capoferro, but alludes to the general Italian school’s view of tempo. The essay 

also defines the different tempos covered by the masters, provides examples of each, and 

how to provoke opponents into giving a tempo with a feint or invitation. Leoni also does 

a good job of explaining Capoferro’s meaning of tempo, which can be convoluted. The 

essay also delves into Aristotle’s IV Physics and how it pertains to Italian rapier, but 

notes that it is not imperative for learning Italian rapier. 

 

Price, Brian R. “A Proposed Methodology for the Validation of Historical European Martial  

Arts” Initial. A Review of Medieval Studies 3, 2015. 

 

Translating historical martial arts can be a tricky business. This essay by Brian Price 

proposes a three-part interdisciplinary validation for practical interpretations of historical 

martial arts—linguistics, physical, and tactical. In this paper, he discusses common 

problem areas of historical manual translations such how and why different translations 

diverge. He then proposes a methodology for translating historical fight books, including 

continual testing of translations and interpretations of manuals on three levels.  

 

https://youtu.be/JmPnR0QlalE
https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/File:La_Scherma_(Alfieri)_10.jpg
https://chivalricfighting.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/understanding-tempo.pdf
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Sword School, “Capoferro Plate 16” September 20, 2012. Video, 1:49. 

https://youtu.be/3475BjWQmDw 

 

Sword School was founded by Guy Windsor in 2001. This video shows his school’s 

interpretation of Plate 16 from Capoferro’s fencing manual. The video builds up to the 

plate being taught, showing a simpler version of the attack and its counter, so viewers 

understand what the plate is trying to teach with better context. Sword School’s YouTube 

channel has numerous plate translations from Capoferro as well as longsword, sword and 

buckler, and dagger interpretations; seminars taught by Windsor; and Q&As with 

Windsor.  

 

Vienna Anonymous on Fencing: A Rapier Masterclass from the 17th Century. Based on Fabris  

& Capoferro. Transcribed, translated, annotated, and edited by Tom Leoni. Self- 

published: Lulu, 2019. 

 

Vienna Anonymous, originally titled Della Scherma (“On Fencing”; MS 381), is an 

anonymous Italian fencing manual written in 1614. The manuscript is based on Salvator 

Fabris’s and Ridolfo Capoferro’s teachings. The manuscript is the work of three 

unknown scribes and includes annotations in the margins and footnotes as well as 

specific references to plates in both Fabris’s and Capoferro’s treatises. It is dubbed “a 

masterclass” in Italian rapier and provides insight into how fencing students were taught 

in the 17th Century while also filling some of the gaps left in techniques and tactics from 

the masters’ treatises, including almost non-stop citations to the plates and chapters in 

Fabris’s and Capoferro’s manuals. Translator Tom Leoni also provides an inside look at 

the manual—what we know and do not know of its history—and his own thoughts as to 

why this anonymous fencing book is so valuable to modern practitioners. 

 

Windsor, Guy. The Duellist’s Companion. Highland Village, TX: Chivalry Bookshelf, 2006. 

 

Guy Windsor has been practicing historical swordsmanship since 1994 and has published 

numerous books on Italian swordplay from medieval through the Renaissance. The 

Duellist Companion is his take on Capoferro’s manual, written for the modern 

practitioner. It breaks up Capoferro’s teaching in a more accessible way to the modern 

audience, and includes exercises to improve one’s athleticism/conditioning for fencing, 

goes over basic Italian swordplay concepts, and breaks down Capoferro’s plates into solo 

and partner drills. Windsor’s book is a great resource for a beginner fencer wanting to 

learn Capoferro’s specific teachings 

  

https://youtu.be/3475BjWQmDw
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Appendix A – Book II, Chapter VIII Transcription 

Transcribed text of Book II, Chapter VIII (entitled: DEL FERIR L'INIMICO DI FUORA sopra 

la Spada passando col Piè manco.) of La Scherma, transcribed by Andrea Conti and available at 

https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Francesco_Fernando_Alfieri#Second_Part. 

 

 

DEL FERIR L'INIMICO DI FUORA sopra la Spada passando col Piè manco. 

 

CAP. VIII. 

 

IL tirar di Piè fermo ne duelli, è molto comune, e di gran sicurezza, lodo l'esercitarsi in questo 

colpo per acquistar agilità nel piede, e far la stoccata più longa del suo moto naturale. Non sono 

ancora da sprez- zarsi le Passate perchè turbano, e disordinano l'inimico, e vanno con maggior 

forza, osservando, che deveno esser finite fin al corpo per linea retta, senza scanzo alcuno, e 

senza ritirarsi, del che ne habbiamo un esempio nella contraposta Figura. 

 

Ritrovandosi'l Cavaliere 14. in Quarta il feritore 15. è andato risoluto à stringere col forte il 

debole del nemico, il quale volendo cavare, e prevernirlo colla botta, è stato ferito di Seconda, e 

di fuora sopra la Spada portata avanti col piè manco nel momento indivisibile della Cavazione. 

 

Può ancora fingere, e ferire per la linea B, di seconda sotto'l braccio destro nel fianco, e 

finalmente, sbattere di fuora la Spada, ma con ragione che non habbia tempo di Cavare, e dal 

termine A, scaricare un man dritto, ò rivercio tondo nella Testa. 

 

  

https://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Francesco_Fernando_Alfieri#Second_Part
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Appendix B - Video Demonstrations 

Note: In some of these videos, the sword misses the target on purpose. This is to simulate the 

blow striking the target and running the opponent through. 

 

Playlist 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0gzV0C4JCMYagfRGwNVxb5AezFgeu6wg 

 

Individual Videos 
#1 Terminiello Primary Play (Sequence A) 

https://youtu.be/-aMwBEGbMk0 

 

#2 Leoni Primary Play (Sequence A) 

https://youtu.be/zRb2P_56lyg 

 

#3 Terminiello & Leoni Primary Play (Sequence A) Comparison 

https://youtu.be/0MHOVUdpMrE 

 

#4 Example of Inside-to-Outside Line Controtempo 

https://youtu.be/iNl8m3AN21A 

 

#5 Example of Outside-to-Inside Line Controtempo 

https://youtu.be/DIgWkupJp_g 

 

#6 Terminiello Primary Play (Sequence A) – In the Wrong Tempo 

https://youtu.be/5FhETc-nzkw 

 

#7 Leoni Primary Play (Sequence A) – In the Wrong Tempo 

https://youtu.be/dWEFyi6N4nY 

 

#8 Terminello Secondary Play (Sequence B) 

https://youtu.be/BzrqAeNyPbQ 

 

#9 Leoni Secondary Play (Sequence B) – Interpreted as a Feint 

https://youtu.be/p8MTJWptZ9o 

 

#10 Leoni Secondary Play (Sequence B) – Interpreted as an Invitation 

https://youtu.be/THkqYZ9iwY4 

 

#11 Terminiello & Leoni Secondary Play (Sequence B) Comparison 

https://youtu.be/6MPZ5kKgamI 

 

#12 Terminello Secondary Play (Sequence C) 

https://youtu.be/cSMHAnp-BVk 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0gzV0C4JCMYagfRGwNVxb5AezFgeu6wg
https://youtu.be/-aMwBEGbMk0
https://youtu.be/zRb2P_56lyg
https://youtu.be/0MHOVUdpMrE
https://youtu.be/iNl8m3AN21A
https://youtu.be/DIgWkupJp_g
https://youtu.be/5FhETc-nzkw
https://youtu.be/dWEFyi6N4nY
https://youtu.be/BzrqAeNyPbQ
https://youtu.be/p8MTJWptZ9o
https://youtu.be/THkqYZ9iwY4
https://youtu.be/6MPZ5kKgamI
https://youtu.be/cSMHAnp-BVk
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#13 Terminiello (Sequence C) & Leoni (Sequence B) Secondary Play Comparison 

 https://youtu.be/EJo2xJFZ-wU 

  

https://youtu.be/EJo2xJFZ-wU
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Appendix C – Referenced Passages 

Select passages from the chapters and plates of Francesco Ferdinando Alfieri, Ridolfo Capoferro, 

Nicoletto Giganti, and Salvator Fabris referenced in this paper. 

 

Alfieri 
Book I, Chapter XIX 

…The timid fencer will stand there pale and fretful… Against such opponent, it is good to use 

feints, to work him over with skill and increase his fear… 

 

Book II, Chapter VII 

…The third method is, having feinted to A, to then lower the hand to B wounding the chest, 

which all depends on throwing a long, quick, powerful thrust…. 

 

Capoferro 
 

Plate 7 

…A prudent opponent would act as follows. He would feint the cavazione while keeping his 

body somewhat back. When you come forward for your attack, he would perform an outside 

parry (with the false or true edge), and give you a mandritto to your face or an imbroccata to the 

chest.. 

 

Plate 9 

…A prudent opponent would act as follows. He would feint the cavazione while keeping his 

body somewhat back. As you attack with a pass, he would perform a cavazione under your 

blade, execute an inquarta with his left foot crossed behind his right, and strike you in the chest. 

 

Plate 10 

…Instead of the riverso, the opponent could perform a cavazione and hold back, with somewhat 

of a retreat, while lifting his sword in an oblique line pointing to your left. As you attack in 

quarta, he would parry with a half-mandritto and follow with a riverso to your face or a thrust to 

your chest. 

 

Plate 11 

…Second action. If the opponent gains your sword to the outside, perform a feint by cavazione 

in quarta to his face; as he attempts a parry, turn your hand, bend your body and strike him 

below his blade, as described… 

 

Plate 16 

The following illustrations show various ways to strike to the inside. These assume, on your part, 

that you gain his blade to the outside, and on his part, that he attacks with a cavazione. 

 

In this case, your opponent (D) performs a cavazione as described, and you strike him in the 

throat or face without any footwork or with an accrescimento. 
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If the opponent had been more knowledgeable, he would have beaten your sword with his edge 

after his cavazione and attacked you with a thrust to the face or a riverso to the arm. He would 

have then recovered in terza in the ordinary stance. 

 

How to Play Single Sword Against Single Sword, with Full-Intent Thrusts (p24) 

…Place yourself out of measure in a defensive counterguard, over a rather narrow stance. As the 

opponent delivers a thrust, imbroccata or a cut (or any other attack), beat his blade with your 

forte and immediately follow with a thrust to his face of chest – with extension of the right foot.,, 

 

Giganti 
 

Chapter 5 

…If you set yourself as I have just described, the opponent will not be able to attack you with a 

thrust without first performing a cavazione; if he does so, turn your hand and, in the same tempo, 

deliver your thrust as shown in the illustration… 

 

Chapter 9 

…As soon as he is in measure, perform a cavazione to the inside and present your point to his 

face… 

 

If he instead parries and counterattacks as you perform the cavazione, refrain from thrusting, but 

keep your point a bit wide of his; and as he attempts the parry and counterattack, perform another 

cavazione under his hilt and keep your point directed at the opponent’s chest. 

 

Chapter 10 

…Then, advance again and when you are almost in measure, feint a similar thrust to his face; as 

he attempts the parry, use your hand to perform a cavazione with your point under his hilt, 

making sure to keep his point out of your presence. In the same tempo, pass while gliding with 

your sword above his hilt, immediately placing your left hand on his hilt. The action of the left 

hand ensure that he won’t strike you with a riverso to the face. 

 

Chapter 11 

If this action is parried by the opponent, it turns into a feint; if not, it becomes a full-intent 

thrust… 

 

First, perform a cavazione above his blade to the high outside, threatening his face; then, as you 

perform a cavazione under the opponent’s hilt to hit him to the inside, make sure that your action 

ends with your point to his face or chest. 

 

The Method of Coming to Grips and Wounding with a Thrust to the Chest (p99) 

With a pass on the outside you can come to grips whenever you wish, as you will know from 

what I explained in my first book. On lunging to the inside, if your enemy parries, disengage 

your sword towards him to the outside, and in that same tempo pass with your left foot. 
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Fabris 
 

Plate 22 

…Another way this action may take place is if both fencers are in third inside, and our fencer 

proceeds to find the opponent’s sword. The opponent performs a cavazione and moves his right 

foot forward, but our fencer takes the tempo and discharges the thrust before the opponent can 

complete the cavazione and the motion of his foot. In this manner, the opponent’s point is shut 

out before it can return in line. 

 

This last scenario clearly demonstrates that the motion of a cavazione – switching from one side 

to the other – takes longer than staying in the middle and going forward in a straight line.. 

 

Plate 31 

Here you can see a wound of fourth against a second. This is one way in which it could happen. 

Both fencers are in third to the outside, and our fencer makes an invitation to the outside by 

forming an angle with his sword. The opponent thinks this invitations is simply a mutation of 

guard: so he takes the tempo, turns his hand from third to second in order to shut out our fencer’s 

sword, and pushes forward with his right foot aiming for the opening to the outside. But our 

fencer, seeing him come, dispenses with parrying, executes a girata with the left foot while 

performing a cavazione to the inside, and turning his hand in fourth, wounds the opponent as 

seen… 

 

Plate 40 

…This same situation could happen in a different way. Both fencers are in third guard to the 

inside, and our fencer creates a momentary opening by slightly turning to fourth, causing the 

point to open up. The opponent, seeing this opening, tries to find out fencer’s debole and attacks 

him by passing with the left foot. But before the opponent can find his debole, our fencer lowers 

his point under the opponent’s hilt, thus rendering it impossible for the opponent’s sword to find 

it. In the same tempo, he brings his body out of presence, bending it over the left foot as he 

passes low, all the way to the opponent’s body being already so advanced… 

 

Plate 43 

This is a wound of third against a fourth. Both fencers are in third guard inside, and our fencer 

feints an attack of fourth, always to the inside. The opponent attempts to counter with a fourth 

through the debole, but our fencer lowers his sword-hand in third and places his left hand against 

the opponent’s incoming blade. At the same time, our fencer lowers his body and turns his left 

shoulder so far forward that his hand brings the opponent’s sword out of presence. This way, he 

wounds the opponent in the chest…. 

 

Plate 45 

…This is another way in which the same could happen. Both fencers are in third guard to the 

inside, and our fencer suddenly lowers his tip and creates an opening, at which the opponent 

pushes forward with a fourth. Our fencer then lifts his hand in second, changing the perspective 

of his body (by keeping the vulnerable right side behind) and parries with the left hand… 
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Appendix D – About the Translations & Translators 

The first translation of Alfieri’s La Scherma that we’ll be analyzing was translated by 

Piermarco Terminiello. Born in London, and raised in Sorrento, Italy and the South of England, 

Terminiello’s historical research is focused mainly on Italian swordsmanship between the 16th 

and 18th centuries.  

Along with his 2017 translation of La Scherma92, he has translated & published Nicoletto 

Giganti’s “lost” second book (1608) in 2013; Marco Docciolini’s (1601) fencing manual in 2017; 

and has an upcoming translation of Camillo Palladini’s fencing treatise (ca. 1600) in 2019. He has 

also translated manuscripts by Giovanni Battista Maffani (1629); Alfieri’s La Bandiera (1638); 

Giuseppe Colombani’s L’Arte Maestra (1711); and the treatise of Jacopo Monesi (1640). He also 

has numerous articles published on HROARR, an independent and non-profit resource site 

dedicated to historical European martial arts. Along with his translations, Terminiello has also 

transcribed Gerolamo Christiani’s 1680 manual Compendio di Scherma (aka Biblioteca 

Trivulziana Cod.256). 93 

Terminiello is an instructor at The School of the Sword in the UK94 and was recognized as 

“Best Researcher” in the inaugural HEMA Scholar Awards in 2013. He’s lectured at the Wallace 

Collection in London and has been published by the peer-reviewed Journal of the Arms and 

Armour Society, is a member of the Historical Euripean Martial Arts Coalition (HEMAC), and is 

a member of the Advisory Board of the peer-review journal Acta Periodica Duellatorum.95 

 
92 Alfieri, Francesco Ferdinando. La Scherma: The Art of Fencing, (Padua, 1640), Translated & edited by Caroline Stewart, Phil Marshall and 

Piermarco Terminiello, (Fox Spirit Books, 2017) 
93 “Author: Piermarco Terminiello”. HROARR. Accessed September 15, 2019. 
94 “Author: Piermarco Terminiello”. Fox Spirits Books. Accessed September 15, 2019. 
95 See note 5. 
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Terminiello originally translated La Scherma in 2012 with Pike & Shot Society along with 

Phil Marshall and Caroline Stewart. Later, a second English edition of the translation was 

published in 2017 by Fox Spirit Books. It’s this second edition translation that I used for this paper. 

The second translation of La Scherma96 we’ll be looking at was by Tom Leoni. Born in 

Switzerland and raised in Northern Italy, Leoni has been a historical-fencing researcher and 

instructor since the early 1990s. He’s a “classically-educated native Italian speaker” with a 

Master’s in medieval studies and holds a professional Latin Language teaching certificate.97 

Leoni’s published translation work includes Nicolleto Giganti’s (1606) rapier manual in 

2010; Antonio Manciolino’s (1531) fencing treatise in 2010; Salvator Fabris’s (1606) in 2005 and 

republished in 2018; Ridolfo Capoferro’s (1610) fencing manual in 2011; Achille Marozzo (1536) 

in 2018; Fiore de Liberi’s Fior di Battaglia (1409) in 2009; book three of Angelo Viggiani’s Lo 

Schermo (1550) in 2019; and Della Scherma aka MS 381 (1614) in 2019 under the title of Vienna 

Anonymous On Fencing.98 

Leoni has also contributed articles to various western martial arts anthologies such as 

SPADA II and In the Service of Mars, as well as the historical swordsmanship magazine WMA 

Illustrated. He’s also taught at numerous historical swordsmanship events including WMAW, 

ISMAC, 4W, VISS, NHSC, and the Australian Historical Fencing Convention. He currently is 

teaching historical swordsmanship at the Virginia Academy of Fencing.99 

In both cases, we have well-respected, highly educated, and renowned translators and 

transcribers who are both native Italian speakers and have dedicated their careers to historical 

Italian swordsmanship. A difference in translations cannot easily be written off as a lack of 

 
96 Alfieri, La Scherma: on Fencing, 1640 Rapier Treatise, Leoni.  
97 “Tom Leoni - Historical Fencing Translations”, Lulu.com. Accessed September 15, 2019.  
98 See note 9. 
99 “Tom Leoni”, Amazon. Accessed September 15, 2019.  
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expertise or experience. Leoni even “gladly endorse and recommend for cross-reference”100 the 

Terminiello translation, displaying a respect between the two translators. 

However, while Terminiello’s version of La Scherma is a mere translation of Alfieri’s 

fencing treatise, Leoni provides greater insight into Alfieri’s life and manual, including a section 

on the language used by Alfieri and how the manual was translated. Leoni describes Alfieri’s work 

as “modern Italian, i.e., modeled after Giovanni Occaccio’s Tuscan prose.” He goes on to describe 

Alfieri’s writing style as “plain, meaning direct and featuring very few subordinate clauses -- as it 

was considered ideal for instruction.”101 

In both translations, Alfieri’s writing is akin to a Renaissance Buzzfeed article, where he 

lists the first and primary play of each plate and then lists several other potential plays from the 

same setup. In both translations, modern punctuation and paragraph divisions is used for easier 

reading to the modern eye. Both also include numerous footnotes that provide greater insight into 

the plays, terminology, and references made by Alfieri.  

 
100 Alfieri, La Scherma: on Fencing, 1640 Rapier Treatise, Leoni, xiii-xiv. 
101 See note 12. 
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Glossary 

A number of the definitions came from Academie Duello Glossary on the WMAWiki.org page in 

part or in full. 

 

Beating, or a “blade beat,” is a horizontal cut directed at an opponent’s sword to displace the 

point. 

 

Cavazione, or disengage, is a move in which the fencer extracts their blade from one side of 

their opponent’s sword to the other side, specifically in response to their blade being found. This 

could be done under the sword (cavazione sotto) or above the sword (cavazione sopra). 

 

Contracavazione, or “counter-disengage,” is a disengage in response to an opponent’s 

disengage, thus keeping the action on the original line. 

 

Debole, or “weak,” is the half of the blade closest to the sword tip. 

 

Dui tempi, or “two times,” is an attack opportunity provided by spending a tempo to gain a 

tempo, meaning a fencer uses one action to create another action in which to strike. Blade beats, 

feints, and parry–ripostes are common examples of dui tempi in the Italian system. 

 

Feint is a simulated attack designed to induce the opponent to react either with a parry or with a 

counterattack. 

 

Firm-footed lunge/fix-footed lunge is lunge where the back foot remains in place while the 

front foot takes a small step. 

 

Forte, or “strong,” is the half of the blade closest to the sword hilt. 

 

Gaining an opponent’s sword includes placing the forte of your blade against the debole of your 

opponent’s sword and setting it aside. This fully negates your opponent’s offensive and defense 

capability, closes off your opponent’s line of attack, and leaves your line of attack open. 

 

In tempo is an attack or action that is done in time of an opponent’s movement or while the 

opponent is fixed in place. 

 

Invitation, or chiamate, is a type of feint in which a fencer creates an opening in order to lure 

the opponent to attack to a specific line so the fencer can counterattack the action in contro 

tempo or dui tempi. 

 

Line (of attack) is the path that a sword travels along to strike an opponent. There are four lines 

in the Italian school: inside, outside, high, and low. All attacks are a combination of high/low and 

inside/outside, and are relative to the position of the weapons held. 

 

Mandritto are cuts coming from the lead-hand side (from right to left, if you’re right-handed). 

 

https://wmawiki.org/index.php?title=Academie_Duello_Glossary
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Mezza cavazione, or half-disengage, frees the fencer’s blade but keeps the point low, below 

their opponent’s sword, unlike a full cavazione, which brings a fencer’s sword from one side of 

their opponent’s blade to another. 

 

Mezzo tempo, or “half time,” is similar to contro tempo in that the wounder attacks during their 

opponent’s movement. However, whereas contro tempo is an attack during an opponent’s attack, 

mezzo tempo is an attack during the middle of an opponent’s non-offensive action, such as 

preparing for a cut or a cavazione. 

 

Misura larga, or “wide measure,” is the distance in which a fencer may strike an opponent with 

a lunge. 

 

Misura stretta, or “narrow measure,” is the distance where a strike to the target requires no 

movement of the feet. 

 

Pass or passing step, passada in Italian, brings the rear foot forward past the front foot, or the 

front foot behind the rear foot. 

 

Quarta, or fourth guard, is the hand position where the true edge (part of the blade facing the 

knuckles) is facing to the left (if right-handed). The palm is face up and the sword is held 

extended at shoulder height. 

 

Riverso Tondo is a horizontal cut coming across the body (left to right, if you’re right-handed) 

to the head. 

 

Seconda, or second guard, is the hand position where the true edge is pointed to the right (if 

right-handed). The hand is palm down and the sword arm held extended at shoulder height. 

 

Tempo/tempi, or “time,” is the measurement of motion between stillness and stillness between 

motion. There are four tempos of attack: primo, dui, mezzo, and contro/contra. 

 

 


